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ABSTRACT: Charged residues on the surface of a protein are known hot-spots for post-translational modiﬁcation, protein/
ligand-binding, and tuning conformational stabilities. Recent experimental evidence points to the fact that surface electrostatics
can also modulate thermodynamic barriers and hence folding mechanisms. To probe for this behavior across diﬀerent proteins,
we develop a novel version of the Wako−Saitô−Muñoz−Eaton (WSME) model in which we include an electrostatic potential
term in the energy function while simplifying the treatment of solvation free energy. Both of the energy terms are obtained by
quantitatively ﬁtting the model to diﬀerential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments that carry critical information on the
protein partition function. We characterize four sets of structural/functional homologues (HEWL/BLA, CspB, engrailed, αspectrin) either by ﬁtting the experimental data of a single domain in the homologous set and predicting the conformational
behavior of the rest with the same set of parameters or by performing semiblind predictions. The model with the added
electrostatic term is able to successfully reproduce the order of thermodynamic stabilities and relaxation rates of most of the
homologues. In parallel, we predict diverse conformational features including a wide range of thermodynamic barriers (∼9−40
kJ/mol), broad native ensembles in helical proteins, structured unfolded states and intermediates, rugged folding landscapes, and
further provide an independent protein-speciﬁc estimate of the folding speed limit at 298 K (1/(7−300 μs)). Our results are
evidence that protein surface electrostatics can be tailored to not only engineer stabilities but also folding mechanisms and the
ruggedness of the underlying landscape.

■

INTRODUCTION
Charged amino acids are unique among the 20-letter code ﬁnetuned by the mechanism of Natural Selection. They are
asymmetrically distributed with a large relative occurrence on
the surface of proteins that makes them a principal target for
post-translational modiﬁcations like phosphorylation, methylation, acylation, etc., thus playing a major role in modulating
the functions of proteins and enzymes.1 Their strategic location
on the protein surface enables them to recruit binding partners
(protein or ligand) through long-range electrostatic interactions
that in turn inﬂuence a variety of cellular pathways in response
to external stimuli. The longer length-scales of charge−charge
interactions have been further exploited by Nature to tune the
conformational stabilities of proteins to match with the
functional requirements.2 Recognizing this, a large amount of
work has gone into stabilizing proteins by optimizing
electrostatic interactions either in the native3−5 or in the
unfolded states.6
Recent experimental work, however, reveals that protein
surface electrostatics can also modulate folding mechanisms.7
Speciﬁcally, the structural homologues hen egg-white lysozyme
(HEWL) and the apo-form of bovine lactalbumin (BLA) have
almost identical tertiary structure (RMSD ∼1.5 Å) and size
(121 and 128 residues, respectively) but perform very diﬀerent
functions in the cell. Their peak DSC temperatures diﬀer by
more than 30 K and show a marked diﬀerence in the broadness
despite the structural similarities. A closer analysis revealed that
this diﬀerence can be attributed to the distinct distribution of
charged residues in the two proteins.7 The authors estimate the
© 2012 American Chemical Society

diﬀerence in thermodynamic barriers to be a remarkable 33 kJ/
mol and hint that functional requirements are the source of
these contrasting folding behaviors. Coarse-grained simulations
with electrostatic terms provide qualitative support to the
diﬀerences in thermodynamic behavior.8
The relevant question is then how common is this kind of
folding behavior? In other words, how much say does
electrostatics have in determining thermodynamic barriers?
This is a nontrivial problem as it is challenging to quantitatively
reproduce equilibrium experimental data (e.g., the heat capacity
proﬁle) from all-atom simulations mainly due to force-ﬁeld and
sampling limitations. Coarse-grained molecular dynamics
simulations are increasingly performing better in reproducing
equilibrium unfolding and rates particularly upon the
introduction of Tanford’s molecular transfer model.9,10 The
Wako−Saitô−Muñ oz−Eaton (WSME) model provides a
practical and attractive alternative in this regard as it relies on
an ensemble description of the folding process albeit with
assumptions that local contacts form ﬁrst and that long-range
contacts require all of the intervening residues to be folded.
Despite the limiting assumptions, it has been successfully used
to quantitatively characterize the folding of peptides11 and
proteins.12−14 The exact-solution approach to the WSME
model15−18 that enumerates the contribution to the unfolding
energetics from 2N structured microstates (where N is the
protein length) presents an even more physical description of
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their contribution to the partition function, either through
transfer-matrix formalisms16,17 or by accumulating the partition
function from every structured species.18
In earlier exact-solution descriptions,16−18 the eﬀective free
energy of a microstate with a string of native-like residues
located between residues m and n is determined by the simplest
form of the Gibbs relation that assigns a mean interaction
energy to contacting residues (ξint) within that stretch and a
conformational entropic cost (ΔSconf) for ﬁxing each residue in
native conformation:

the folding process particularly with the addition of solvation
energetics.19
Experimentally, DSC is the method of choice to study global
protein unfolding thermodynamics. It has been long known
that such measurements of the temperature dependence of
enthalpy ﬂuctuations in proteins carry information on the
partition function.20−22 However, the means to extract the
underlying distribution of states by quantitatively analyzing
experimental DSC proﬁles while at the same accounting for the
ensemble nature of the folding process was lacking due to the
absence of simple statistical models. This scenario changed
recently starting with the use of the Single Sequence
Approximation (SSA) approach to the WSME model (i.e., a
quasi-continuous description of the folding ensemble constructed by accounting for only single stretch of folded-like
residues) to identify downhill folding in the helical protein
BBL13 and the development of the Variable Barrier (VB) model
that bases its description on the Landau theory of phase
transitions.23 The thermodynamic barriers predicted by
analyzing the heat capacity proﬁles using the VB model scale
well the experimental relaxation rates24 (r = 0.95), highlighting
the power of the approach. Since then, both the WSME in its
various forms and the VB models have been successfully
employed to determine the folding thermodynamic barriers for
several fast-folding proteins23,25−28 that are not only in
agreement with each other but also with independent
approaches.27,29
In the current work, we take advantage of the availability of
the high-quality DSC data on HEWL/BLA to introduce
electrostatic potential term into the exact-solution version of
the WSME model and simplify the previous treatment of
solvation energetics. HEWL/BLA is an exciting system as size,
topological eﬀects, and any inﬂuence of experimental
conditions are factored out, providing clear insight into the
subtle sequence-speciﬁc contributions to their conformational
behavior. Moreover, because electrostatic interactions are the
only major diﬀerence between HEWL and BLA, analyzing
them aﬀords a systematic procedure to parametrize electrostatics in the WSME model. We then use it study three sets of
homologues: structural homologues that diﬀer in the source
organisms and functions (engrailed family30), structural and
functional homologues from organisms that grow at diﬀerent
temperatures (CspB family31), and structural and functional
homologues from within a tandem-repeat protein (α-spectrin
family32), which span a size range of 50−128 residues and cover
all of the three structural classes (all-α, all-β, and α/β).

n

ΔGm , n =

∑ ξint − T ∑ ΔSconf
m,n

m

(1)

where the ﬁrst summation includes all of the residue−residue
interactions within (m, n). In a recent work, a more physical
treatment of energetics that included solvation was developed
(called WSME-S where S stands for solvation).19 Here,
enthalpy and entropy are obtained by integrating the heat
capacities, which are themselves calculated as temperaturedependent empirical polynomial functions of the molecular
weight, polar, and apolar surface areas of the microstates
derived from the work of Freire.34 The surface areas are
approximated from the number of contacts in the microstate
relative to that in the fully folded native state. However,
WSME-S does not diﬀerentiate between charged and uncharged residues that is a requisite for a more complete
description of protein systems.
In this regard, we modify the WSME model in two aspects.
First, we include an electrostatic potential term in the energyfunction based on the Debye−Hückel model.35 Second, we
employ a simpler approach to the solvation free energy by
employing the Gibbs relation as discussed below. The ﬁrst part
of eq 1 now becomes the stabilization free energy of a particular
microstate (m,n) represented as a sum of van der Waals
interactions (EVdW), electrostatic potential (Eelec), and solvation
free energy (ΔGsolv):
ΔGmstab
, n = E VdW + Eelec + ΔGsolv

(2)

The interacting partners that contribute to the van der Waals
energy are identiﬁed by setting a distance cutoﬀ (rcut) to the
pairwise heavy-atom partners (i, j) calculated from the PDB ﬁle.

E VdW =

∑ ξi ,jρ
m,n

(3)

where ρ = 1 if rij ≤ rcut and ρ = 0 otherwise.
The Debye−Hückel (DH) theory has been successfully
employed to model electrostatic eﬀects into coarse-grained
treatments to study the folding and binding of both
proteins8,36,37 and nucleic acids.38−41 This prompted us to
employ a similar description for the electrostatic potential term:
qiqj
Eelec = ∑ K Coulomb
exp( −rijκ )
εeff rij
(4)
m,n

■

THEORETICAL BASIS
The Wako−Saitô−Muñoz−Eaton (WSME) model has been
discussed extensively in the original works.11,12,15,16 Simply, the
model bases its description on the native structure of the
protein, and hence the energetics are purely Go̅-like.33 Each
residue is assumed to sample two sets of conformations, folded
and unfolded, which are allotted the binary variables 1 and 0,
respectively. Because the unfolded conformations signiﬁcantly
outnumber the former, ﬁxing each residue in a native
conformation is associated with a large entropic cost that is
accounted for by the parameter ΔSconf. Two amino acids are
assumed to interact only if all of the intervening residues are
also native-like, that is, a string of 1’s connecting the two
interacting residues, resulting in 2N microstates for an N-residue
protein. It is possible to calculate the exact solution to this
simple model, that is, enumerate all of the species and calculate

wherein KCoulomb is the Coulomb constant (1389 kJ·Å/mol), qi
is the charge on the atom i, rij is the distance between charge
centers i and j, and εeff is the eﬀective dielectric constant (see
below). 1/κ is the Debye screening length that depends on εeff,
solvent ionic-strength (I), and temperature (T) as
κ2 =
4647

8πe 2I
εeff kBT

(5)
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where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and e is the elementary
charge.
The solvation free energy is approximated as being
proportional to the number of formed contacts (xm,n
cont) in that
microstate with the proportionality constant being ΔCcont
p ,
which is the temperature-independent heat capacity change
upon ﬁxing a native contact. This is similar to the previous
treatment,19 but accessible surface areas and hence Freire’s
empirical treatment of heat capacity are not included as we
pose the relations directly in the form of free energy. Although
the treatment of solvation in this approximation is simplifying,
it liberates the model from the dependence on Freire’s
parameters that are empirical. Moreover, it has been shown
before that the number of residues in a protein, the change in
heat capacity and accessible surface areas upon unfolding, and
the number of contacts are mutually correlated with each
other.42 Therefore:
m,n
ΔGsolv = xcont
ΔC pcont[(T − Tref ) − T ln(T /Tref )]

predictions using the VB or free-energy surface-based
approaches. However, because we are dealing only with
homologues in this study, any eﬀect of the choice of contact
description is relative, thus rendering the results robust. All
parameters except εeff can be directly obtained by ﬁtting the
model to experimental DSC thermograms.
The choice of εeff is however a nontrivial issue,44 and several
values exist in the literature ranging from ∼4 (protein interior)
to 78.5 (water). For models such as the WSME where the eﬀect
of solvent is implicitly included in the energetics, the value of
εeff should fall within the range speciﬁed above. Furthermore,
because we are interested only in surface electrostatics, that is,
charged residues exposed to the solvent, it is instructive to
calculate the distribution of relative accessible surface areas
(ASA) of charged residues in proteins. Accordingly, we
constructed a nonredundant database of 2515 single-domain
proteins spanning the size-range of 30−150 residues without
any bound ligands from the protein data bank (PDB).
Statistical analysis indicates that charged residues (K, R, D,
E) are predominantly solvent exposed (>83% using the typical
relative ASA cutoﬀ of 30%) with a distinct Gaussian-like
distribution when compared to that of highly hydrophobic
residues (V, L, I, F, W) (Figure S1). Moreover, the charged
atom is typically more exposed to the solvent than the mean %
ASA value for the charged residues binned in Figure S1. This
suggests that it is possible to identify a generic εeff that can be
used as a zeroth-order approximation to treat surface
electrostatics in simple models.
A simple procedure to extract this value employing the
WSME model is to analyze structural homologues that diﬀer
only in the surface charge distribution. In such a scenario, all
energetic terms would be expected to be very similar between
them, and the predicted stability can be matched with the
experimental ones by simply tuning the magnitude of εeff.
Taking advantage of the HEWL/BLA protein set, we ﬁrst ﬁt the
thermogram of HEWL by ﬁxing εeff to diﬀerent values between
4 and 80 and ﬂoating the other ﬁve parameters (ξ, ΔSconf,
ΔCcont
p , a, b) with the contact description discussed above (as
the experiments were carried out at pH 4.5 for HEWL and pH
5.6 for apo-BLA, we also assigned a charge of 0.5 to the atoms
ND1 and NE2 of histidine). We then simply replace the
contact map of HEWL with that of apo-BLA for each of the ﬁt
parameter sets (with no additional ﬁtting, the contact-map
replacement procedure) and check if the predicted peak DSC
temperature of apo-BLA matches with that of the experiment
(Figure 1). This systematic exercise resulted in a value of 29 for
εeff.
The magnitude of 29 for εeff is also suﬃcient to qualitatively
reproduce the unique thermodynamic behavior of the one-state
downhill folding protein BBL that refolds continuously upon
increasing ionic strength starting from low pH conditions45
(Figure S2). This indicates that the attractive and repulsive
forces arising primarily from charged residues are well
accounted for in this approach. To eliminate possible
solution-speciﬁc contribution to the energetics of folding
(ion-binding, entropic eﬀects of solvent ordering in concentrated ionic solutions, etc.), we focus on validating the model
comparing homologues. For the CspB- and engrailed-family
homologues, we compare the experimental rates at the
chemical midpoint to that calculated from the free-energy
surface at T0 (temperature at which folded and unfolded
minima have similar free energy). This procedure is expected to
work well as the magnitude of folding free-energy barrier

(6)

where Tref is the reference temperature, which is ﬁxed to 385
K.43 For the sake of simplicity, a uniform conformational
entropy cost (ΔSconf) is assigned to residues independent of
sequence or native secondary structure.
The partition function (Z) is calculated employing the
transfer-matrix formalism of Wako and Saitô.15,16 The excess
heat capacity is derived from the partition function as:
⎞
⎛ 2
⎛ d ln Z ⎞
2 d ln Z
⎟ + RT ⎜
C pex = 2RT ⎜
2 ⎟
⎝ dT ⎠
⎝ dT ⎠

(7)

from which DSC curves can be reproduced employing:

Cpfit = C pex + CpUnf

(8)

and
CpUnf = [a + (b/1000)(T − 273)]·M r

(9)

where a and b are the intercept and slope of the linear unfolded
(Unf) baseline, respectively, and Mr is the molecular mass of
the protein in g/mol.
Model Parameterization. I employ experimental data and
particularly DSC thermograms to parametrize the current
version of WSME. The model has six parameters: the
interaction energy per native contact (ξi,j; henceforth referred
to as ξ), the entropic cost (ΔSconf), the heat capacity change
upon ﬁxing a native contact (ΔCcont
p ), a and b that determine
the slope and intercept of the unfolded baseline, and the
eﬀective dielectric constant (εeff). Apart from these, rcut and the
deﬁnition of nearest neighbors are variables that need to be
deﬁned to identify native contacts. Atoms of charged residues
are given the following charges following the pH 7 protonation
states unless speciﬁed otherwise: atoms NE, NH1, NH2 of
arginine were assigned a charge of 0.33 each, NZ of lysine a
charge of 1, and OD1, OD2 of aspartate and OE1, OE2 of
glutamate a charge of −0.5. All-to-all electrostatic interactions
are considered that eliminate assumptions implicit in using cutoﬀs. Ionic strength values are taken from the concerned
literature. We choose rcut to be 6 Å and consider only those
nearest neighbors deﬁned by j > i + 1. This choice of contact
description reduces the relative contribution of local
interactions to the total energetics, thus making the protein
systems as two-state-like as possible. In other words, the
barriers will be slightly overestimated as compared to previous
4648
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destabilize the HEWL thermogram by changing ξ and matching
the predicted peak DSC temperature with that of the apo-BLA.
Such a procedure results in a much sharper thermogram for
HEWL (black in Figure 2A) that diﬀers signiﬁcantly from that
of apo-BLA. The diﬀerence in broadness is therefore an
unambiguous consequence of changes in thermodynamic
barriers.
The barriers at around the respective characteristic temperatures are indeed quite diﬀerent for both proteins ranging from
∼36 kJ/mol for HEWL to just ∼13 kJ/mol for apo-BLA
(Figure 2B). An independent estimate of the thermodynamic
barriers that employed the variable barrier model23 came up
with values of ∼37 and ∼3 kJ/mol, for HEWL and apo-BLA,
respectively.7 The estimated barrier for apo-BLA in the current
study is higher but is also consistent with the sharper
thermogram we predict. The WSME model without the
electrostatic potential term is unable to reproduce the
diﬀerences in stability or the broadness and hence the barriers
(Figure S3). These results provide further compelling evidence
that surface electrostatics is responsible for such large changes
in thermodynamic barriers. The diﬀerences in barriers should
correspond to >10 000 times faster folding for apo-BLA as
compared to HEWL. However, experiments reveal only a
minor diﬀerence in the midpoint relaxation rates with apo-BLA
folding slightly faster (2.5 × 10−3 for apo-BLA vs 3.2 × 10−4 s−1
for HEWL).47
To investigate the possible origins of slower folding in apoBLA, we calculate the simplest form of the free-energy
landscape as represented by the single-sequence approximation
(SSA, sequences with a single stretch of folded-like residues)
with the same set of parameters from the exact-solution ﬁt. The
probability of SSA species, that is, ZSSA/Z, is small (∼10%) but
provides a simple avenue to look for intermediates and their
structure. We ﬁnd that the landscape of HEWL is almost

Figure 1. Estimating εeff employing the contact-map replacement
procedure. Experimental heat capacity proﬁles of HEWL (blue ○) and
apo-BLA (red ○) together with the ﬁts from the WSME model (with
electrostatics) following the same color code for diﬀerent values of the
eﬀective dielectric constant.

heights changes little at temperatures below the midpoint of
folding due to known entropy−enthalpy compensations.46

■

RESULTS
Thermodynamic Features of the HEWL/BLA Family.
Figure 2A plots the predicted heat capacity curve for apo-BLA
(red curve) from the model with electrostatics. The agreement
is quite good but is still sharper than the experimental
thermogram.7 It is important to emphasize that the parameters
are identical for both HEWL and apo-BLA except for the
contact map (and hence the distribution of surface electrostatics), which is obtained from the PDB ﬁle. It is also clear that
both experimental and predicted proﬁles are signiﬁcantly
broader than those of HEWL. Yet is this broadness a result
of the temperature dependence of enthalpy (as they unfold at
diﬀerent temperature ranges) or due to changes in thermodynamic barriers? A simple approach to answer this question is to

Figure 2. Thermodynamic features of the HEWL/BLA family. (A) Experimental (red ○) and predicted (red curve) heat capacity proﬁles of apoBLA with εeff of 29. The hypothetical thermogram of destabilized HEWL is shown as a black curve. (B) Predicted one-dimensional free-energy
surfaces for HEWL (blue) and apo-BLA (red) at T0 with the fraction of native-residues as a reaction coordinate (RC). (C) A contour plot of the
free-energy landscape as calculated by the single-sequence approximation for HEWL (upper right triangle; right and top axes) and apo-BLA (lower
left triangle; left and bottom axes). Each species is represented by the coordinate (m,n) where m is the starting residue and n is the number of
structured residues. For example, the native-state of apo-BLA is represented as (1,121). Note that the axes scales and identities are diﬀerent for the
proteins. Spectral color-coding is employed ranging from low (violet; high probability) to high free energy (red; low probability). (D) Residual
unfolded state structure in apo-BLA as compared to that from HEWL at temperatures equidistant from the respective peak DSC temperatures (333
and 365 K). (E) The experimental heat capacity curve of holo-BLA (green ○) and the predicted proﬁle from a D82N apo-BLA mutant (green
curve). (F) The predicted free-energy surfaces at T0 following the color code used in panel E.
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perfectly “funneled” toward the native state (upper right
triangle in Figure 2C and Figure S4), although the onedimensional projection (Figure 2B) hints at a ∼2% probability
of a partially structured state at a reaction coordinate value
corresponding to 92% of structured residues. Apo-BLA, on the
other hand, reveals a contrasting landscape characterized by
several valleys and ridges with even the native state being quite
heterogeneous (lower left triangle in Figure 2C and Figure S4).
Apart from the native well, the β-rich region encompassing
residues 40−80 is the most structured with residues 1−80 of
apo-BLA forming an intermediate-like state (i.e., residues 81−
121 are partially unstructured). Previous NMR studies point to
the C-terminus region (K108−E121) to be displaying the
largest ﬂexibility and with the C-helix (T86−V99) showing
only minimal chemical shift index information,48 suggesting
signiﬁcant conformational heterogeneity in this stretch. In other
words, the C-terminal region including the C-helix is expected
to be the least stable completely consistent with our
predictions. The presence of several partially structured states
for apo-BLA is also in agreement with folding kinetic studies
that display multiple phases.47,49 Our results thus indicate that
the relatively slower folding of apo-BLA despite the smaller
thermodynamic barrier possibly arises from a more rugged
landscape characterized by several valleys that act as kinetic
traps during folding along with the high degree of electrostatic
frustration in the native structure,7 thus slowing the eﬀective
diﬀusion coeﬃcient (Deff, or the pre-exponential factor in the
rate equation).
No attempt was made to overﬁt the apo-BLA thermogram
with the model as its native ensemble is quite heterogeneous as
shown before7 and as seen from the SSA free-energy landscape.
The unfolded state of apo-BLA is more structured than HEWL
as is apparent from both the free-energy proﬁles and the residue
probabilities at high temperatures that show islands of structure
(Figure 2D). It is also known experimentally that apo-BLA has
a signiﬁcantly structured unfolded state,50 further validating our
results. The ability of charge distributions to modulate folding
barrier and stability raises an interesting question: can apo-BLA
be mutated such that it exhibits properties similar to those of
the calcium-bound holo-form? In the holo-BLA structure, an
array of aspartic residues coordinate with the calcium ion, thus
eﬀectively reducing the net repulsion between aspartic residues
and as a result increasing both the conformational stability
(DSC peak at ∼339 K) and the thermodynamic barrier (5.6 kJ/
mol). To mimic the presence of calcium ion, we computationally mutate the aspartic acid 82 to asparagine (D82N) in apoBLA, thus reducing the net negative charge. This simple
mutation is suﬃcient to reproduce the stability of holo-BLA
quite accurately (Figure 2E). The barrier is also increased to
∼19.9 kJ/mol (Figure 2F) in line with independent predictions
from the VB model although to a larger extent that is again
consistent with the predicted sharper thermogram.
The agreement of the model predictions with experiments at
a quantitative level apart from the consistency with several
independent analyses (calorimetry, NMR, kinetics) despite not
explicitly including disulﬁde bond information is evidence that
the eﬀective dielectric constant of 29 is a reasonable estimate to
deal with electrostatics in this model. However, the
correspondence with just one set of data might be a
coincidence. We therefore study more structural homologues
to not only validate the model further but also to look for
similar characteristic role for electrostatics in protein folding.

Thermodynamic and Dynamic Behavior of the CspB
Family. The distribution of charged residues on the protein
surface among homologues from mesophilic, thermophilic, and
hyperthermophilic organisms is one of the factors known to
inﬂuence their conformational stability. Speciﬁcally, homologues from mesophilic organisms are least stable, while those
from hyperthermophiles have maximal stability. This stabilizing
eﬀect has been directly linked to the increase in the number
and network of salt bridges on the protein surface.2,51
To check if the model captures this behavior, we analyze the
homologues from the all-β cold shock protein CspB family as
equilibrium and kinetic data are available including the
structural information.31 They are CspB from Bacillus subtilis
(mesophile; Bs-CspB; 68 residues; 7 salt-bridges), Bacillus
caldolyticus (thermophile; Bc-CspB; 67; 15), and Thermotoga
maritima (hyper-thermophile; Tm-CspB; 67; 17). The mean
pairwise RMSD between them is just ∼2 Å, indicating that the
three-dimensional structures are very similar. We ﬁrst ﬁt the
model to the available DSC data on Bs-CspB4 by ﬁxing the εeff
to 29 while ﬂoating the other ﬁve parameters. The ﬁt is of very
good quality and is comparable to that from a two-state model
(Figure 3A). As before, we then employ the same ﬁtted
parameter set and simply replace the contact map of Bs-CspB
with that from Bc-CspB and Tm-CspB and thus predict the
heat capacity proﬁles of the thermophilic proteins at constant
ionic strength of 0.1 M. The predicted thermograms are

Figure 3. Thermodynamic and dynamic behavior of the CspB family.
(A) Experimental heat capacity proﬁle of Bs-CspB (○) together with
its ﬁt and the corresponding predictions for Bc-CspB and Tm-CspB.
The dashed vertical lines are the experimental melting temperatures.
(B) One-dimensional free-energy surfaces of the homologues at T0.
(C) Simulated relaxation proﬁles using a signal cutoﬀ on the FES
(vertical line in panel B) upon a jump from an unfolded state centered
at low RC values mimicking kinetic chemical denaturation experiments. The dashed vertical lines signal the experimental relaxation
times.
4650
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characterized by higher melting temperatures with the Tm of
Bc-CspB in very good agreement with experiments. Tm-CspB
displays an even higher melting temperature of 387 K that is as
expected higher than the optimal growth temperature of
Thermotoga maritima (∼353 K). However, Tm-CspB also
displays a more compact packing of side-chains that translates
to more native contacts and higher stability (Figure S5A)
possibly due to diﬀerences in the structure calculation protocol
(NMR for Tm-CspB while X-ray for Bs- and Bc-CspB), thus
precluding an unbiased comparison with the experimental Tm
of ∼355 K at 0.02 M ionic strength.52 Irrespective of this, we
show that the diﬀerence in the distribution of surface
electrostatics is suﬃcient to increase the stability of
thermophilic proteins in agreement with previous analysis,51
further validating the model and the estimated εeff.
Another interesting feature is the kinetic behavior of the
CspB family homologues. The relaxation rates at the chemical
denaturation midpoint diﬀer by more than 2 orders of
magnitude with Bs-CspB folding fastest and Tm-CspB folding
slowest.31 Is this behavior an eﬀect of the diﬀerence in the
surface charge distribution? The free-energy proﬁles at around
the T0 are characterized by several bumps with Tm-CspB
displaying the highest barrier qualitatively consistent with the
trend in relaxation rates and the observed sharper thermogram
(Figure 3B). These main features are also evident in predictions
from the basic WSME model without electrostatics, although
the maximal barriers are almost identical for all three proteins
(Figure S5B). A recent Go̅-model simulation identiﬁed
potential intermediates in the CspB family53 consistent with
our predictions of a complex multistate-like free-energy surface.
The predicted maximal barrier height for Bs-CspB at T0 from
WSME model with electrostatics is ∼19.5 kJ/mol, resulting in
an eﬀective diﬀusion coeﬃcient of ∼1/(26 μs) consistent with
recent low temperature experimental measures on mesophilic
downhill proteins54,55 and predictions from free-energy surface
models.24,29 A one-dimensional diﬀusive calculation on the
FES56 is able to reproduce the exponential decays observed
experimentally but is unable to account for the diﬀerence in
midpoint relaxation rates between the homologues (Figure 3C
and Figure S6).
What is the source of this discrepancy? One reason for this
could simply be that the model and/or its approximations are
not adequate. On the other hand, a closer look at the
experimental folding data on CspB homologues reveals that Bsand Bc-CspB display similar equilibrium m-values of 7.4 and 7.5
kJ/(mol·M), respectively, while that of Tm-CspB is higher (7.9
kJ/(mol·M)).31 This suggests that Tm-CspB has a sharper
unfolding transition and hence a larger thermodynamic
barrier29 than its homologues that should show similar barriers.
In agreement with this expectation, the predicted barriers for
Bs-CspB and Bc-CspB at T0 are identical (∼19.5 and 19.6 kJ/
mol) with that of Tm-CspB being higher (∼26.8 kJ/mol). This
correlation suggests that the diﬀerence in rates possibly arises
from a more frustrated landscape57 in thermophilic proteins.
From the predicted barrier and experimental relaxation rate at
the chemical denaturation midpoint, we calculate Deff to be ∼1/
(324 μs) for Bc-CspB and ∼1/(267 μs) for Tm-CspB that are
much slower than for Bs-CspB and other independent
experimental estimates at ∼298 K.54,55
Modulation of Stability and Kinetics in the Engrailed
Family by Surface Electrostatics. In the characterization of
the HEWL/BLA and CspB families, we ﬁrst ﬁt the model to
available experimental data and then use it to predict the

equilibrium and kinetic behavior of the homologues. In this
section and the next, we go further and do semiblind
predictions (as we use the structural information and also
adjust ξ to match the predicted Tm of one of the homologues to
experiments) on both equilibrium and kinetics of the all-helical
domains from the engrailed30 and α-spectrin32 families.
We could not use the published DSC data of engrailed
homeodomain (En-HD58) as it is not reported in absolute units
and possibly carries a low-temperature artifact.24 We employ
the same parameters from the ﬁt to the Bs-CspB thermogram
but slightly modify the interaction energy to match the
experimental Tm of 325 K for En-HD. We obtain the following
order of equilibrium stability, hRAP1 < En-HD < hTRF1 < cMyb (Figure 4A), with the stability order of the latter three

Figure 4. Modulation of stability and kinetics in the engrailed family
by surface electrostatics. (A,B) Predicted unfolding curves and freeenergy surfaces at T0. (C) Correlation between experimental rates at
chemical midpoint (Cm) and predicted rates at T0 from the WSME
model with (pink ●) and without (○) electrostatics. The dashed line
corresponds to the expected 1:1 correlation.

homologues agreeing with experiments.30 For hRAP1, the
model predicts a mean folded probability of just ∼0.25 at 298
K, indicating that the assumed stabilization energy is not
suﬃcient to fold the protein (see Discussion).
In terms of kinetics, the engrailed family displays a
remarkable 3 order diﬀerence in their midpoint relaxation
rates.30 In agreement with this, the predicted folding freeenergy barriers from the model follow the exact same trend:
En-HD (∼9.3 kJ/mol) < c-Myb (12.5) < hRAP1 (12.4) <
hTRF1 (19.2) (Figure 4B). For hRAP1, the barrier is calculated
at 335 K after modifying ξ to obtain a Tm of 333 K (the mean
Tm of single-domain proteins43). The barriers for c-Myb and
hRAP1 are almost identical, agreeing with the very similar
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experimental midpoint relaxation rates of 46 and 94 s−1,
respectively, thus providing a nice internal control to the model
predictions. Again, the trend in barriers is reﬂected in the mvalues: the homologue with the smallest barrier (En-HD)
displays the lowest m-value and vice versa as shown before from
a one-dimensional FES analysis.29 Assuming a Deff of 1/(7 μs),
we obtain a good correlation between experimental and
predicted rates and am able to account for an ∼2 order
diﬀerence in the midpoint relaxation rates between homologues
arising purely from added electrostatic terms into the model
(Figure 4C).
The detail that stands out from a closer look at the unfolding
probabilities (Figure 4A) and FES (Figure 4B) is that the
“native state” of En-HD is just ∼80% folded at room
temperature and the native basin is broad extending from
0.75 to 0.9 in nativeness units. In other words, the native state
of En-HD is quite frustrated due to unfavorable electrostatic
interactions and hence not completely folded even at 298 K.
Experimental evidence for this comes from the progressively
increasing stabilization of En-HD and its mutants with salt
concentration up to a remarkable 3 M NaCl.59 The folded
minima in the FES of the other engrailed homologues are also
shifted, centered ∼90% of structured residues. This is however
not seen in small β-rich proteins (CspB) or larger domains
(HEWL/BLA), which are >98% folded (Figures 2B, 3B). This
is ﬁrst evidence that there is a signiﬁcant structural
heterogeneity in the native states of small helical proteins
even if the main folding barrier is large. The basic WSME
model fails to predict the diﬀerences in stability or barriers
(Figures S7 and 4C).
Evidence for Landscape Roughness in the α-Spectrin
Family. The homologues R15, R16, and R17 are also helical
domains but are ∼110 residues in length as compared to the
∼50-residue engrailed family. They have very similar stabilities
in chemical denaturation experiments with large diﬀerences in
their minimum relaxation rates. Speciﬁcally, the minimum
relaxation rate of R15 is ∼80 times faster than R16 and ∼600
times faster than R17. This translates into larger relative
thermodynamic barriers of ∼11 and ∼16 kJ/mol for R16 and
R17, respectively. Kinetic experiments in the presence of
viscogens however suggest that most of the diﬀerence in
relaxation rates possibly arises from internal friction eﬀects32
(i.e., landscape roughness). This study did not explicitly
account for any possible changes in thermodynamic barriers.
To investigate further, we use the same set of parameters from
the ﬁt to the Bs-CspB heat capacity proﬁle and adjust ξ such
that the inﬂection point on the R15 unfolding curve is 333 K.
The model predicts R15 and R17 to have similar stabilities
upon temperature denaturation (ΔTm ≈ 12 K), while a much
larger diﬀerence is predicted for R16 (ΔTm ≈ 30 K) (Figure
5A) unlike what is seen in chemical denaturation experiments.
The thermodynamic barriers, on the other hand, show a clear
trend increasing from ∼34.2 kJ/mol for R15 to ∼38.5 and
∼40.3 kJ/mol for R16 and R17, respectively, in qualitative
agreement with the relative order of experimental rates (Figure
5B). The basic WSME also predicts similar magnitude for the
barriers but lacks a trend: 32.5, 40.8, and 30.5 kJ/mol for R15,
R16, and R17, respectively (Figure 5B). The relative diﬀerence
in predicted thermodynamic barriers from the model with
electrostatics is however not large enough to account for the
diﬀerences in relaxation rates, strengthening the previous
interpretation that landscape roughness plays a big role in
slowing the folding kinetics of R16 and R17. Still, a part of the

Figure 5. Evidence for landscape roughness in the α-spectrin family.
(A,B) Predicted unfolding probabilities and free-energy surfaces at T0
from the WSME model with (continuous curves) and without (dashed
curves) electrostatics.

rate diﬀerence (a factor of ∼6 and ∼12 between R15 and R16/
R17) can simply be explained by larger thermodynamic barriers
than invoking frustration.

■

DISCUSSION
Model and Parameters. The energy function of the novel
WSME model now resembles a mini-force-ﬁeld with the
addition of the electrostatics term and simpliﬁed treatment of
solvation free energy. The model is characterized by just four
thermodynamic parameters (ξ, ΔSconf, ΔCcont
p , εeff), which we
objectively parametrize by analyzing equilibrium unfolding
experiments on small single-domain proteins. Importantly, we
use diﬀerential scanning calorimetry data as they report on the
global protein unfolding thermodynamics and are related to the
protein partition function.20−22 we ﬁnd that the availability of
both kinetic relaxation rates and equilibrium heat capacity
proﬁles serve as a stringent two-way control to constrain
statistical models. The contact-map replacement procedure we
develop is a simple but eﬃcient technique as it helps to narrow
the parameter space and serves as a reality check to the
eﬀectiveness of the model when characterizing homologues. In
other words, upon the availability of DSC data for all
homologues within the same set, one could in principle ﬁt
each of them individually and compare how the parameter sets
are compatible with each other by replacing contact maps and
predicting both equilibrium and kinetics.
In terms of parameters in the current analysis, the mean
interaction energy (⟨ξ⟩) from the ﬁts (−52.1 ± 6.6 J/mol) is of
the same order as the van der Waals interaction energy for a
C−C interaction calculated from atomic-level force-ﬁeld
parameters:60 −46.1 J/mol at 6 Å. The mean entropic cost of
−11.4 J/(mol·K) per residue (from HEWL and CspB-Bs ﬁts
alone) is smaller than that estimated from calorimetry analysis
of two-state proteins43 (−16.5 J/(mol·K)); the lower value is
consistent with the fact that the WSME model overcounts the
number of possible conﬁgurations. The mean heat capacity per
residue is just ∼22.2 J/(mol·K), much smaller than the 58 J/
(mol·K) expected for larger two-state systems. As with the
entropic cost, this might be a result of the microscopic nature of
the WSME model, while the reference parameters are obtained
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These predictions further open an avenue to quantitate the
degrees of frustration arising from native- and non-native
electrostatic interactions through not only comparing homologues but also by modifying the ionic nature of chaotropes
(i.e., urea vs guanidinium).
In the engrailed family, there is a distinct trend in the model
predictions consistent with experimental relaxation rates.
Moreover, for two proteins within the engrailed family that
have similar relaxation rates (c-Myb and hRAP1), we predict
similar barriers highlighting the robustness of the calculation.
The agreement is however not quantitative. For the spectrin
family, there is experimental evidence pointing to a slower
folding diﬀusion coeﬃcient for R16 and R17 relative to R15
arising primarily from non-native interactions,32 in tune with
our predictions that the eﬀect of increase in thermodynamic
barriers is minimal. It is not as clear-cut for the engrailed
homeodomain homologues as there are no available experimental data supporting either an increased thermodynamic
barrier or slower diﬀusion coeﬃcients for the three homologues
relative to En-HD. Our results hint that it might be a
combination of both as we reproduce a 2-order diﬀerence in
relaxation rates by merely but explicitly including the
diﬀerences in the distribution of charged residues between
the homologues in the model.
An unexpected result of this study is that relative
thermodynamic barriers are easier to predict than relative
changes in stability (Figures 4 and 5). This observation is
consistent with the fact that simple models12,18,62 and
descriptors63,64 are able to reasonably predict the changes in
folding rate constants while performing worse when it comes to
conformational stability. Although protein size is an important
factor determining protein stabilities,65 it is clear from the
current work that ﬁner structural details such as the distribution
of surface electrostatics may also play a dominant role driven by
strong selection pressure to remain folded under high
temperatures for functional reasons. In this aspect, the inability
to reasonably reproduce the similar stabilities of spectrin
domains and the stability order of hRAP1 (in the engrailed
family) might just be a result of comparing chemical with
thermal denaturation as the unfolding mechanisms are
completely diﬀerent.66 Moreover, spectrin domains are rodshaped as compared to the globular HEWL/BLA proteins used
for parametrizing the eﬀective dielectric constant thus possibly
requiring an equivalent reference to estimate εeff. This is evident
in the fact that the WSME model without electrostatics predicts
similar stabilities for the three spectrin domains: range of Tm ≈
40 and ∼20 K with and without electrostatics (Figure 5A). An
alternative viewpoint is that the model is missing contributions
from other energy terms. A good candidate is the hydrogen
bond that plays a role in stabilizing not only the secondary
structural elements but also turns and long loops (hRAP1 has
longer serine-rich loops as compared to other members in the
engrailed family) and whose eﬀects are quite complex.67
Another factor could be the intrinsic conformational preferences of residues to be in diﬀerent secondary structural
elements.68 This can be introduced into the model in the form
of residue identity and structure-dependent entropic costs.
Work is currently underway to introduce these terms into the
model.
Critique of the Model. The increased predictive ability of
the current version of the model is the result of its makeup that
directly incorporates two fundamental aspects of protein
folding processes: (1) the large degrees of freedom intrinsic

from a macroscopic two-state analysis. Despite the minor
diﬀerences, the magnitude of thermodynamic parameters is
within the physically reasonable range expected for small singledomain proteins.
Thermodynamics and Dynamics. The availability of
high-quality DSC data on the HEWL/BLA proteins enabled us
to obtain a physically reasonable estimate for εeff: in the act of
reproducing the conformational stability of apo-BLA, we are
able to capture the large change in thermodynamic barriers and
conformational features in agreement with a variety of
independent evidence that includes DSC experiments, NMR
data, and predictions from the variable barrier model. We
further validate the magnitude of εeff by reproducing the
thermodynamic stabilities of the CspB family members, and in
the case of engrailed family (for which we do not have a
suitable reference point), reproduce the order of stabilities for
three of the four homologues. It is important to note that the
basic WSME model without electrostatics fails to reproduce the
thermodynamic characteristics of all three families. Therefore,
although a simple contact description is suﬃcient to
quantitatively characterize experimental data (as in basic
WSME model13,19,27,61), a more accurate deception of
energetics is aﬀorded by the model with the added electrostatic
term.
We ﬁnd that slower folding of apo-BLA as compared to
HEWL despite the smaller thermodynamic barrier is due to the
presence of several native-like partially structured states
together with its electrostatically frustrated native state that
impedes eﬃcient folding by lowering the Deff in agreement with
previous experimental studies. In the CspB family, the model
predicts that most of the diﬀerences in the midpoint relaxation
rates at 298 K arise from diﬀerences in Deff than from
thermodynamic barriers. It is important to note that the
experiments on CspB family have been performed using an
ionic denaturant (guanidinium hydrochloride) that should
screen all electrostatic interactions at high concentrations.
Therefore, the source of increased frustration (or slower
dynamics) in the thermophilic CspBs that have a larger content
of charged residues and salt bridges could be the result of either
an increase in the frequency non-native electrostatic
interactions or a decrease in the frequency of favorable
native-like electrostatic interactions during the folding process.
This result is not surprising as thermophilic proteins are
evolutionarily optimized for folding and function at temperatures typically greater than 325 K and not at 298 K. A direct
consequence is that the folding speed limit might be slower for
thermophilic proteins as compared to their mesophilic
counterparts. This prediction is in agreement with the recent
comparison of the ∼40 residue α-helical downhill folding
homologous proteins from thermophilic (PDD, from Bacillus
stearothermophilus) and mesophilic organisms (BBL, from
Escherichia coli). Both proteins fold downhill under native-like
conditions at 298 K, and hence the measured relaxation rates
report on the folding diﬀusion coeﬃcient, ∼1/(25 μs) for
BBL54 and ∼1/(143 μs) for PDD,28 that interestingly diﬀer by
a factor of ∼5.7. Using this direct measure as a reference and
accounting for the larger size of CspB translates to a Deff ≈ 1/
(228 μs) for the 67-residue protein. This value is close to the
predicted eﬀective diﬀusion coeﬃcients of 1/(324 μs) for BcCspB and 1/(267 μs) for Tm-CspB. More experiments
comparing homologues across diﬀerent organisms are needed
to ascertain if this is indeed a general phenomenon and if the
dynamic term matches at the respective growth temperatures.
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Debye−Hückel theory and not buried charges with signiﬁcantly
perturbed pKa that are inherently more challenging to model.
Last, any errors or diﬀerences in the structural calculation
protocol can inﬂuence the results as the model is intricately
linked to the native PDB structure (illustrated using the TmCspB in the current study). One possible solution to this
problem is to compare mutants of the same protein to look for
trends or to parametrize the model for any additional energy
terms. Moreover, parametrizing using the native structure is
expected to work well for two-state-like proteins as the PDB
structure is a truer representation of the native state than
downhill folders that are typically characterized by a
heterogeneous native ensemble.74
To summarize, the WSME model should be seen as a simple
and quick, yet physical, predictive and analysis tool with details
that can be extracted at the residue level. The predictions can
then be tested either using atomic-level simulations or more
directly by experiments.

to the polymeric protein chain are accounted for by an
ensemble of 2N microstates, and (2) the diversity of weak
noncovalent energies are represented in an uncomplicated
fashion by individual terms for short-range (van der Waals),
long-range interactions (electrostatics), and hydrophobic eﬀect
(solvation free energy). In addition, the model can be solved
exactly in just a matter of few seconds; that is, the contribution
to the partition function from all of the 2N microstates for a
range of temperatures can be generated very quickly as
compared to the months of simulation time required in allatom representations of proteins. However, the ability to solve
the model analytically and its inherent simplicity come at an
expense as we discuss below.
First, the WSME model and its various ﬂavors assume a
particular mechanism of folding: that local interactions form
earlier than nonlocal interactions with multiple nucleation sites
distributed throughout the length of the protein, and for any
two nonlocal residues to interact all of the intervening residues
should also be folded (i.e., a string of 1’s should connect any
pair of interacting residues). Therefore, the model should be
used with extreme care to analyze the folding data of proteins
that have been experimentally shown to form nonlocal
interactions separated by unfolded stretches. It is of interest
to note that the successful COREX algorithm69 is constructed
on equivalent mechanistic principles (i.e., local interactions
form ﬁrst), while empirical analysis of mutational data,70 Go̅model,71 and large-scale MD simulations72 also points to a
similar mechanism of folding at work. These works underline
the critical role of local interactions in folding and point to a
possible reason as to why the WSME model is one of the most
successful models of folding.
Second, in the spirit of mean-ﬁeld Go̅-like treatments, the
model assumes that only native contacts (i.e., contacts
identiﬁed from the PBD structure) contribute to the folding
energetics. Although this is a drastic assumption, it is well
within the framework of the energy-landscape theory,57 the
now well-accepted reference frame for interpreting experiments. Moreover, recent long molecular simulations on fast
folding proteins suggest that the barrier top has native-like
topology with only a few non-native interactions and that even
unfolded states possess local structure similar to that found in
the native states.72 These observations hint that a simple Go̅like treatment should be suﬃcient, at a ﬁrst approximation, to
parametrize the energetics of protein folding processes.
However, the situation is more complex when considering
non-native electrostatic interactions, as they are inherently long
range in nature. Both experiments73 and simulations8,37 point
to the fact that electrostatic interactions are only weakly formed
at the barrier top, suggesting that there is an ample scope for
non-native eﬀects arising from charged residues during the
folding of a protein. In such cases, the WSME model with
electrostatics can still be employed as any diﬀerence between
experiments and model predictions (especially in kinetics) can
be directly attributed to these eﬀects. This is particularly
relevant when comparing homologues as overﬁtting is avoided
and complex solution eﬀects are eliminated (e.g., the presence
of salt or chemical denaturants). In other words, the drawback
can be turned into an advantage to quantify the eﬀect of nonnative interactions (as we show in the case of CspB and αspectrin families). As a note of caution pertaining to the current
work, we would like to add that the εeff of 29 is parametrized to
treat only protein surface electrostatics using the popular

■

CONCLUSIONS
By explicitly including an electrostatic potential term in the
Ising-like WSME model and by characterizing purely the
equilibrium experimental data on homologous proteins, we
identify several diﬀerent features of folding landscapes that are
inﬂuenced by the distribution of charged residues on the
protein surface. These include the eﬀect of electrostatics on
stability, barrier heights, width of the native-state ensemble, and
the ruggedness of the folding landscape in two-state-like
proteins. The order of stability and folding relaxation rates
agree more with experiments only upon the introduction of the
electrostatic term into the model. The predicted free-energy
surfaces are quite complex, particularly for HEWL/BLA and
CspB family, despite displaying a single-peaked DSC thermogram and a sigmoidal equilibrium unfolding curve, highlighting
the intricate nature of the folding process even in two-state-like
proteins. However, a deﬁnitive answer to the precise
thermodynamic and dynamic contributions to the relaxation
rates in the CspB, engrailed, α-spectrin, and other families relies
on constant feedback from experiments and particularly by
performing calorimetry measurements. Characterizing such
data in combination with relaxation rates employing the
model would provide further tests to its predictive ability
while simultaneously bringing the worlds of experiments,
theory, and simulations closer.
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